
COSCOGNO 

 

Along the Pavullo-Vignola road, isolated, far from the inhabited centers, as it was the rule of the position of 
the medieval churches, one meets the parish church of Coscogno. 

The dedication to the Ravenna bishop Sant 'Apollinare testifies to the antiquity of its primitive construction, 
which could date back to the Byzantine era; after all, the town is mentioned in the most ancient Frignano 
medieval documents. Countess Matilde di Canossa stayed with her in 1104. 

The current external and internal appearance is the result of heavy renovations, in particular the one 
suffered in 1648, when the two side wings were added to the original gabled façade and above the portal 
the three-light window was opened above which a plaque commemorates the works performed. 

The most valuable element of the façade is the portal consisting of three distinct parts: the late 
Romanesque splayed external portal consisting of small columns and pilasters; the internal portal with 
convex brackets inserted at a later date (14th century) to consolidate the structure and, finally, the lunette 
(13th century) which, on the occasion of its forced adaptation to the alterations of the portal, underwent 
mutilation in the upper part . The bas-relief carved in it, rediscovered in 1920 under a seventeenth-century 
plastering, bears an iconographic motif that in different forms recalls the symbolism of the friezes of the 
apse of Monteobizzo, namely the struggle between good and evil, which is resolved with the victory of 
Christ on evil and death. 

In the lunette of Coscogno appear two goats and two monsters depicting evil and in the center a palm tree, 
a reference in Christian symbolism to the Resurrection and the saving action of Christ. 

On the façade in a corner stone there is a bas-relief of a rather recent execution (20th century) depicting 
two beasts bitten by a third, in which the author has deliberately imitated a Romanesque model, perhaps 
pre-existing, as the inscription engraved on the side of sicut olim seems to indicate et nunc (like a time even 
now). Pocosopra a small man's head, which some speculate is the self-portrait of the sculptor of the bas-
relief. 



The town of Coscogno, which developed relatively recently in locations far from the parish, was for many 
decades of the last century a place frequented by holiday-makers on the plain, who came here to enjoy the 
fresh and healthy air, stopping in the local hotel. 

Not far from the parish church of Coscogno, the ancient village of the Bazzani houses. Completely restored 
by the Panini family, it presents one of the masterpieces of the Frignanese sculptural art: the portal finely 
carved in 1516 by master Antonio d'Ambrosino, with refined friezes and in the center of the architrave the 
coat of arms of the Antonyms of Vignola, to which the community of Coscogno it was a fief. 

Another Renaissance portal by the same sculptor Antonio with similar decorative motifs is found in Le 
Coste. Nearby is the town of Ca ’di Minello where it is possible to observe an ancient building with a curious 
mullioned window and a significant scarp wall. 


